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I never had any affection for my father. He
didn't like me and I didn't like him. But he had
guts, I'll say that. He did a beautiful job of
dying. And I learned to admire him. He never was
maudlin and only complained once.

I guess you could say that my father died of
inversion, his and the preacher's. And I guess you
could say that he died in defeat.
'
~ father had two goals in life:
to outlive
my motherr so he could do as he pleased in peace,
and to prove that his brother was a thief who had
robbed him of $150.00. He got neither of these jobs
done. And what's worse he shattered his cherised
theory that right-dressers never die before eightyfive.
I suppose R.G. -- I always called my father R.G.
--was a good man in a narrow way. I didn't know him
very well. He seldom talked to me until just before
he died.
When I was young I thought everything about R.G.
was positive. His speech was staccato; he was a
door slammer -- an erect, barrel-chested, pigeontoed, humorless little man with horn-rimmed glasses,
a big hooked nose, a fierce scowl, and a bristly
moustache.
I never saw him without his glasses until I was
a grown man, and I still remember the surprise I felt.
He had mild, questioning little eyes.
He was a strait-laced man. He had none of the
worthwhile bad habits and vices. He didn't drink or
smoke or chew or swear. He didn't chase women or
gamble. He didn't even waste his time hunting or
fishing. For relaxation he sat in his chair and
rocked and listened to my mother nag him, without
response, or without even giving her the satisfaction
of knowing that he heard her. Except now and then when
he would bark "Rats~" or "Bah~"
Aside from rocking, the only things that he appeared
to enjoy were paying his bills on the first day of the
month, watching me in high school days play football
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and basketball and, of course, his church work.
He never said that he enjoyed these things;
but if he did business with you and he couldn't
pay you to the penny on the first, he would never
do business with you again, and maybe never speak
to you again, either.
He never talked to me about sports, but he did
come to watch me play ball, and after basketball
games he would wait for me to come out of the lockerroom, hand me a dime and say, "Go have a good time."
Sometimes when I had a hot streak and played a helluva
game he would even say, "Nice game • 11 He seemed proud
of me.
I never found out whether he was active in church
work because of the satisfaction it brought him or
because it got him out of the house, away from my
mother. But anyhow, the church was very big with him.
For years he was a Vestryman, Senior Warden, a Lay
Reader, and a big contributor of the stuff that proves
the point.
The vestry is the elected governing body of the
church, and the Senior Warden is its chairman. Our
minister retired and the vestry hired a new one name
of Father Schramm. He was a round, short, red-faced,
jolly man -- an unbearded Santa Claus.
Everybody like him. He called on the old ladies
and the sick and was very active in promoting young
people's doings. His sermons were good, too. He
drove a Willys Knight, and spoke very highly to me
of sleeve-valve engines, on account of I am in the car
selling business.
The only trouble was that he was a wino and as
queer as a three dollar bill. Except that he liked
young girls just as well as young boys.
I spotted him as a fairy right off the bat. I

had developed a good eye for this sort of thing from
waterfront and prison experience. Furthermore, when
I was young and had lots of hair and no middle I was
very attractive to homosexuals. I couldn't go into a
john alone in a hotel, depot or a theatre without
being approached. I even developed a stock answer.
I always said, "No, I'm saving myself for the man I
marry." I presume they liked me because I was big.
Of course I didn't tell anyone that I thought
Fr. Schramm was queer. It's always possible to be
wrong in the case of a minister, a school teacher, a
Boy Scout leader, or an arty type, and it would be a
bitch if I were wrong about our minister.
I didn 1 t know he was a wino right away · -- there
are lots of reasons for smelling like Sen-Sen. But
what the hell, a man in his position shouldn't snicker
because he mispronounces Episcopal.
Finally the lovely thing got out. One of the boys,
John White, a pansy if I ever saw one, bragged to the
other boys, a parent found out, and there was hell to
pay: "Marjorie Wallace was such a sweet girl, just
twelve ••• boys and girls both ••• a drunkard too."
Of course, the whole thing was very hush-hush.
Parents had heart-to-heart talks with their kids and
meetings with the vestry. It seemed that Fr. Schramm
had been a little too active .in the young people's
groups, gave too much individual attention in the Laying
on of Handss and more.
Naturally even good Christians couldn't be tolerant and forgiving of a thing like this. In fact
the vestry felt that some of the young people had
already turned their cheeks too often.
It developed that Fr. Schramm was catholic as
well as Greek in his tastes and nothing would do but
that he had to go.
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Of course the Reverend Father denied the whole
thing, and according to canon law, the only ways the
vestry could put the boot to him were by either proving
their cha~ges in an open hearing before the Bishpp or
by recommending him to another church.
Neither way was acceptable to my father . A
hearing would mean that the violated kids would have
to testify. This is the sort of thing that can ruin
lives, especially in a small town. Recommending him
to another church was obviously hypocritical, the
weakling's way out.
The vestry was split on which way to go, so the
decision became R.G.' s.
He couldn't make a decision like trris. He was
damn quick to choose between right and wrong -- as he
saw it -- but these were both wrongs. There were no
greys to him, everything was black or white.
He was a real old-fashioned hard-nose, but here
he couldn't do what he thought was right and to hell
with it. This really twisted him. He didn't even
rock in his chair and mutter "Bah~" He just sat. He
even quit slamming doors.
He was in a box. Who could he turn to for help?
He may have turned to God -- if so, God was fresh out.
He couldn't talk it over with a close friend, he didn't
have one. He couldn't discuss it with his son or family
because he wasn't close enough to them. No one could
share his cross with him.
I couldn't see that he had such a tough decision
to make. I would have found Fr. Schramm a church in
Greenwich Village or Hollywood and everybody would
have been happy ~ But R.G. didn't ask me.
Finally he chose the way that was hardest for him
and easiest for the congregation: he found the good
Father a church in Ohio and recommended him very highly,

if not specifically.
Father Schramm left town all right, and the noise
finally subsided, except for an occasional lewd giggle.
But he never left my father. The intolerable decision
between wrongs rankled in him until he got an ulcer
which turned to cancer-- whetherdoctors say this can
happen or not.
In small towns undertakers provide the only ambulance service and this causes difficult moments sometimes, like when Clayton Oberg came to take R.G. to
the hospital for the last time. R.G. never had any
tact. He told Clay that he was sorry to bother him
and that he would only do it one more time. Of course
Clay said, "Hell, Ralph, you're good for years yet,
you'll outlive us all," and such guff. R.G. said that
he knew this was it, but that he had lived a full life
-- which was a damn lie. I never knew such a repressed
man.
R.G. liked to have me sit by his bed and wait with
him, so I did. He didn't have anyone else he wanted to
wait with. He never came right out and said that he
wanted me to, but I could tell. He even talked to me
about things.
He was worried about what he should do with the
evidence that his brother had cheated him. I told him
that it would fit fine in the furnace and that if he
were such a hell of a Christian that's where he would
have me put it.
I said, "R.G., if a man wanted to be forgiving
just one time in his life, I claim that he could do it
right now and show an awful good sense of timing." ·
R.G. was some surprised because he had never thought
of this. He finally agreed when I reminded him that
Uncle Charley had done him a lot more than $150.00
worth of good once when he was down and out, and by
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burning the evidence he could kind of pay him o£f
instea4 of dying qbligated to a man he hated.
Even though he gave me the key to his strongbox and had me burn the stuff, he died without telling Uncle Charley that he might have been wrong.
He was too bull-headed for that.
When we got Uncle Charley taken care of he
seemed at peace and didn't ever mention that he felt
robbed because he wasn't going to outlive my mother
or because he was spoiling his theory about rightdressers.
I must have had more feeling for R.G. than I
thought. When we got near the end he seemed to know
it. He asked me and I said it wouldn't be long now.
Then he wanted me to shave him and trim his moustache.
He was a neat man and had lots of pride. He didn't
want to die looking scroungy.
When I started to shave him with a safety razor
he didn't like it too well. He always said that no
one but a damn fool would use anything but a straight
razor. But I guess he figured he could stand it once.
I was wringing wet all over before I got through, so
I guess I must have been affected some.
After I got him all shaved and trimmed and combed
and talcumed he was satisfied and he went into a coma.
He never came out of it. He only lasted a couple
more days. Sometimes, though, he would open his eyes
and look kind of blank and wild, then his eyes would
focus on me sitting beside his bed and he would seem
satisfied and close his eyes again.
The only time he ever complained was maybe the
day before he died, and it would have been funny in
other circumstances. I was sitting there waiting,
listening to him rattle. His feet and legs and belly
':vere all bloated before now. All of a sudden he sat

up straight in bed, looked around wildly, focused on
me, and said, "Son," -- he had never called me son
before -- "Son, why should I be taken in my prime?"
Hell, he was seventy years old, and when he was
going to the hospital in the ambulance he had told
Clayton Oberg that he was only entitled to threescore and ten. But you see, he didn't really believe
that old stuff. Even in his dying coma he still had
the will to live.
I have seen other men fall apart, become pitiful,
when they found out their number was up. But not R.G.,
he did it well. •
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John Bruce Beardsley

(all ffith ne"\t\'grass)
smelling the smell of
mintherb crushed with dew among
silky light sweat between
shoulder bladewings lithe
lines bulging and stroking
the underside of skin along the
tops of your arms and
the backs of your thighs
and your hair indian thick cropped
(all with newgrass)
yellowshort leaving bare shocking shoulders
(soft as two spring dandelion flowers
under my thumbs)
and thus I awakened
(in long not lawngrass)
to your determined
winterlong -- eveningwide
sexyhood.
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Jim Brinkerhoff
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I hear them coming, one then another, making
their piercing screams as they. run through the night.
They howl to the moon and the curious. A pied piper
with search-light eyes and a wailing flute for a song.
They're getting closer.
"Bong," from a tower -- death's instant chimes.
Trying to look at the tower through the trees,
I see the moon and it seems secure as it smiles a
close-lipped smile of secrecy. It knows something
no one else knows, and it isn't going to tell.
The curious ones are out there now. I can see
them, and I see the moon. It knows and it isn't
really smiling. They are out there on porches,
hiding behind the dirty white pillars. They're
peeking on the scene through bent Venetian blinds,
wanting to see, not be seen.
Seeking out the vanquished, they move at a
slower pace. Now all can see their ghastly narrowing
arc of light rolling up the street in the rose of pain.
And the siren seems to draw them, saying, "It's near!
It 's near!"
The children are always first. They come, tripping over the sidewalk separations; they're all yelling
and trying so hard. Everything is serious to them as
they thump by with tennis shoes and bleached-out
jeans. So innocent and free, like lambs in search
for the knowledge of the old.
The old are down there now, walking on three legs
and limping on two. The howling has stopped, but the
rose light seems to catch and hold them like a spell.
Their eyes flow down in dim night, glowing only half
as bright as cats crying under the porch. The old
know, and they go along just the same. Curiosity has
made them the hunters, seeking out the blood of one

of their number. They didn't know the flicker of her
poor heart had blown out, and they really didn't care.
As I watch them from the window, a crowd gathers
in the circle of light. Behind trees and shrubs stand
the old, whispering to the sad ears of their friends.
The young, grouping in quiet threes and fours, near
my fatal house.
"What's that for?" say the young. The red arc
hits its widening mark.
"Is someone hurt?" from the shrubs they whimper.
"Who?" behind the trees they whisper.
"Ahh!" they all, children and old, cry out.
Two of them with white ... no, red, coats are
carrying her out into the wind. They seem to be
having trouble with her frail ninety pounds.
"Oh no!" The blanket got caught in the wind.
She looks horrible down there, all pink and blue,
her face drawn and grotesque. And the eyes, oh, the
eyes are bright and sparkling white, then red.
She sees them all with those hypnotic eyes. The
eyes seem to draw me through the darkness saying, "And
they all came_ .i u~ t for me . "
She didn't realize, she really didn't know.
She had lived too long.
I feel sick. My stomach feels like someone hit
it with a hammer and now I have to heave blood. My
face is shriveling into a contorted mask, and my
eyes, my eyes ache so ••• I can't stand it. They are
the only way to talk to her. I must talk to her~
I must keep them open.
The light grows brighter as it roars. They all
sigh as it opens its mouth and swallows her with her
eyes, the talking eyes of my agony. There was so
much I should have said to them as they scream, silently
flashing to the moon.
I sit above, watching the lost sheep. Their
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shepherd has departed and they wander off and don't
know where to go. The blood-rakers of my soul are
aimless monsters.
"I have to tell her, I have to!" Running out of
her room, down the stairs. Nothing in the world is
real e xcept me. Everything is paper and wood. And I
am the devil's flint and steel, God's conscience as a
flaming tumble-weed, issuing out purity to all.
The wind carries me, crying as it calls me to its
side. I can hear it, I've never been able to before.
"Whoo-oo; whoo, whoo."
There is a little girl chasing me with a daisy in
her hand. I don't know how, she has no face at all:
it must be the heat. She wants something. She wants
to give me that flower. I stop to take it from her,
and as I touch her hand she disappears in a smoky ball
of suspended charred bits. Like paper floating on a
breeze, she had something to say.
"Get out!" The wind is calling.
"Rumble, rumble, rumble."
"Tick, tick; tick, tick." says the wind, rumbling
down the track. The flashing signals hurt my eyes as
I run. The wind song of my sad soul, screaming down
the track.
I run, trying to grab the boxcar handle as it
races with me down the rails. There, I've got it. It
drags me along the cinder evil earth. I have to pull
myself in or I'll lose her, and I have to tell her.
"Tick, tick; tick, tick."
My feet are bloody, but I'm in. Everything is
quiet now. All they want to do is kill and then go
to watch the dying. But I'm gone and I'm glad and
they can do whatever they want.
This whole thing is full of beautiful wooden
boxes and me. They're all varnished and carved with

flowers and crosses. They're all empty except for
one, the one that carries my now motherless eyes.
"Dead~"

"Tick, tick; tick, tick," say the train and
track.
"Tick, tick; tick, tick," I sing as I laugh.
The unseen eyes from the wood box with brass handles
cry.
It is so strange in here, everything seems somehow turned around. Outside the telephone poles sing
the angel spirit's song on earth, melodious lapping
on the tick-train tracks. I am real and the world
is good. The song is constant and beautiful. People
tick and forget they're clocks. I'm quite sleepy.
"Tick, tick," to sleep I rock.
I am up and high and floating fast. UP. UP.
Dreams, oh dreams, dreams are down. No dreams, please~
Up to sponge rubber clouds and more, I think the nothought, overlapping thoughts with angels. The wind
sings a pretty song of a land I once knew. No dreams
please~
I see the trees, green trees, bloodless trees
that do have roots. They dig into sidewalks and time.
Dig into my soul with salty raindrops, piercing as
they fall. There is a secret bird in the trees of
my soul. It flies in and out of the limbs somehow
missing all the raindrops. It is a perfect, beautiful thing as it carries me up. I am with the rainbow.
I can touch it, it is real and I am serene. I walk
on it with crusty boots. Blue, green, soft yellowwhite, nice, not bright. In the embryo soft of night,
I am warm, and living life, not watching it. I fly
to the shock of birth with a clear-rain umbrella to
see through when I land.
"Click," says the umbrella.
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"Tick, tick," says the cycle train clock. I wave
good-bye to the strange bird as it flutters back· to the
green-tree sun in its crumpled limbo of flight. It
tips its wings and is gone.
My eyes open and as I wipe the crest away the
world, like my flight, is beautiful. I am at peace
with myself. I look out and there is my shimmering
umbrella dissolving from the lifescape as it races with
me. It was so peaceful and good.
"I can't let it go!"
Jumping back to the placid pool, the waves mount
and the swell carries me. I am with the rainbow once
more. Crashing comes the black cinder shore. I can
hear it tick as the train goes speeding back. In my
hand is a daisy, a blackhearted ball of sun. It cries
purity to my eyes.
I can hear them. I can see them now, in the soft
moon-sun. The eyes like cats are flowing down. They
are coming for me.
A distant tower chimes two times ••

Mar aret Rose Champion

full-feed white bears
bounding on ice floes
we plung
spread-paw
in freezing slush
shagging seals
to steel small fish!
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gregory grannan
for how long

again
fingers slip under papers
to drag those lines
from darkness
into
the private open
the touch and removal
of the concealing integument
turns me to warm cashmere
at my depth

&
i

am

months before
in the grey grass
feeling your steady heat
radiate
the light spotted world

&
i

am

standing
under the fall
of sensuous drops
which caressed us
as a cloud
the sky

but i have not found life

sadness

brings no change

so you

are wrapped

and put back
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Terry Meinhardi
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Jim Brinkerhoff

I wake as the sun;
come out from my smoky, ill-lit
world to that which is,
and smoke a cigarette.
I watch the bright ball slink
through the trees, it sparkles like snow.
Only it's summer and the snow
is water waiting
for the green-tree sun to see through.
The sun sees and I scream:
A man is aloud to be born •

...

Clifton Schelhas

c

~

The last day I saw you
Was the last day of old year,
When last late shadows
Stood on tall clown's stilts,
Window-peeping back through
Reflecting panes of other New Years.
This now New Year, I will
Forget fields of long-stemmed flowers
Bent into question-marks
By marrow eroding storms,
And stand erect against the
Still strong gusts of your lost miracle.
This last New Year, I will
Stare you out of my eyes,
So when the last ice melts, and
~ senses are rank, bucking-horses,
Goose-bumping almost through my hide,
I will be new for Spring's first green
explosions.
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Burial Ground, November 1

How still now Middle Village lies,
Forgotten roses, paper, fade,
For every name a

splinte~

cross

With tissue garlands, Christian laid.

Here with Saint Daybird and Saint Owl,
Old Sachem, wandering the dunes,
Come, lay your ghost and rest your soul
At last along these trellis bones.
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Brothers ton

you did not come

You did not come, and summer closed ~ eyes.
Meeting adjourned, the clan birds gathering
All afternoon in autumn embassies
Left the old orchard empty, echoing
With little cries. There in the sun I knew
The broken shadows one-by-one would leave
The trees and come to watch me take the few
Last hours; a limb-bent wind would grieve
And shake an early harvest at my feet.

I bit a stung and wo~ pear. It was
Viaticum -- so dry and bittersweet -All I could take with me where memories
I knew of love and summer could not last
That journey where all summertime is past.
27

Betty L. Fouch

From the balcony the pool below resembled a
Diamond Thrift stamp. A barrel-chested swimmer
was poised on the tip of the diving board. His
bald head gleamed under the spotlight. As he
plunked into the green, the band stopped playing
"Wait Till My Bobby Gets Home" and abruptly swung
into a chorus of "Happy Birthday." Laughter and
applause penetrated the muggy August evening.
The crowd, fresh from the air-conditioned
Cafe Continentale, was scattered about the rectangular courtyard like bon-bons in an opened
box of Fanny Farmer's.
In his corner of the patio, the old walrus
plopped into the chlorine again. He rose to the
surface and began to thrash his way toward the
ladder. Two children splashed each viciously in
the shallow end of the pool
Most of the crowd was concentrated on the
throwrug-size dance floor near the entrance to
the Cafe. At the microphone local professional
talent carried nicely the tune to "I've Got a Lot
of Livin' to Do." A dozen young twisters jerked
and grimaced at this musical revelation. They
seemed insensitive to the heat.
Standing on the balcony, I fingered the
camellia corsage on my shoulder. It felt cool and
impersonal as the room I had just left. As I
waited in that room on a Saturday night, I had resolved that I would not spend my seventh anniversary watching TV and listening to the airconditioner belch. Harry had ruined our weekend.
The moon, busy with other affairs, was coming
and going way up there. I patted perspiration
from my face with a linen handkerchief. The motionless air tasted of honeysuckle. From the freeway
29

a yellow neon arrow pointed at me. It was part
of an enormous sign that stood, like a garish
jukebox, beside the freeway. On (in Kelly green)
HOLIDAY INN. Off. On (in Kelly green) HOLIDAY
INN . Off.
Above the yellow arrow gleamed a star to shame
a Christmas tree. Red-pink-blue-green-yellow. The
marquee's final message (WELCOME HONEYMOONERS~) reminded me of Harry. ~ groom of seven years had
been too busy on the golf course to check the carburetor before we left home.
In order to make this anniversary trip to
Chicago, I had to plan for one winter. I saved the
money. I arranged for a sitter to stay with the
kids. I saw to it that they didn't get sick at the
last minute. And Harry's contribution was to let
the Chevy break down on the freeway.
I had ordered my own corsage. I had signed
myself in. What must the desk clerk have thought?
Where was Harry now? Would the Chevy be repaired?
The danceband was now brightly repeating another
chorus of "Rock Around the Clock." A dozen rockers
grotesqued themselves onto the grass among spectators and umbrellaed tables.
The old mullet was on the diving board again.
What a ham. This time he waved flamboyantly toward
a chaise lounge in the shadows. Then he did a special
one-and-a-half something that terminated in a loud
splash.
The boys in the band chanted:
weem a waffa, shoop shoop,
do wah diddy,
yeh~

yeh~

yeh~

I entered my iced boudoir, took two asp1r1n
tablets, checked to be sure that my seams were straight.
I left the room by way of a second door which opened
onto a corridor in the motel's interior. The flowered
carpeting on the staircase was luxuriously thick to
my new Spanish heels.
I left a message at the desk for Harry and then
strolled through the crowded Cafe Continentale toward
the courtyard.
The courtyard was an exotic hothouse. Dancers
writhed in the sultry dark to that ever-popular refrain,
"Don't Say Nothin' Bad About My Baby." I stopped a
waitress and ordered a Tom Collins
then set out to
find a chair.
The cobblestone path was hard on my soles. I
took to the grass and was soon feeling my way cautiously on the wet cement at poolside. There was one
empty lawn chair, unoccupied for the obvious reason
that no one wanted to get splashed to death by Old
Fatty. He had been tirelessly climbing out and
jumping back in like a windup toy.
r
The waitress located me and swooped her tray
onto the tiny island of a table beside me. I
gratefully sipped my drink as she made change.
Her tray still contained a fruit-decorated
whiskey sour and an aromatic brandy. I viewed them
thirstily and promptly ordered a refill. The girl
whisked her tray into the shadows in back of me. For
the first time that day I felt cool and relaxed. I
settled back comfortably to watch Tarzan.
He plunged again and rose from the deep like
Venus on the half-shell. He called out -- in a
surprisingly pleasant bass -- "Polly, be with you
in a moment!" His right fist shot out of the water.
In it he appeared to be grasping a baseball. He
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began to ascend the ladder only a few feet in front
of me.
In that make-believe Hollyday setting where
twisters contorted under the inconstant moon, the
liquor abruptly liberated my libido. The old walrus,
thanks to Beafeater gin, appeared before me big, wet,
healthy.
On the first step he was a pirat e with a knife
between strong, white teeth. On the second step,
he was a proud Prussian officer in uniform. And
when he pulled himself away from the ladder
standing close enough for me to touch -- he became
a gypsy with a golden earring in his left ear. I
could sense his maleness and was magnetized. I
sucked in my tummy and thrust out my camellias.
Out of lifetime habit, he looked me over.
Class of '36 sizing up Class of '57. Then, right
hand extended, he walked (rather elegantly for a heavy
man) toward the waiting Polly. She must be reclining
behind me in the chaise lounge which I had seen from
the balcony.
"Here's your towel, dear ••• and your drink. You
have such vigor. How do you do it?"
I couldn't resist turning in my chair to see
Polly and to see what he had brought to her.
Whatever it was, he held it out as though she
were teacher and it were an apple. Or as though
she were his first girl and it were a flower. I
saw a slim hand rest for a moment on his hairy wrist.
Then the hand took the baseball or cupcake or whatever he had retrieved from the bottom of the pool.
You've seen Dina Merrill. You've seen Jacqueline
Kennedy. You've seen Princess Grace . I gulped my
Collins and stared. In about ten years, if those girls
are lucky, they'll look like Polly. Staring at her,

I felt like a 27-year-old kid in my pink chiffon and
bouffant hairdo. Polly was all woman. She wore black
with utter simplicity.
As the pirate grinned and briskly rubbed his flesh
with a large HOLIDAY INN (letters in Kelly green) towel,
I heard a low voice murmur, "Thank you for the lovely
present." I turned in time to see him bend down and
kiss her on the foreheado Harry, I thought sadly, has
never kissed me on the forehead. Behind us the allgirl vocalist was braying:
Maybe I know that he's been a-cheatin'
Maybe I know that he's been untrue-ooh,
But what can I do?
The pirate, big and bold, rubbed his saltand-pepper chest vigorously and bellowed, "Mine
eyes have seen the glory of the comin' of the Lord~"
In front of us the aqua pool rested like an emerald
in its expensive setting.
I carried my second drink very carefully through
the corridor and up, up to our cozy little igloo. I
had twisted the thermostat dial in the wrong direction.
Now the room felt like a box of dry ice. Ordinarily,
I would have stood in front of the full-length
mirror and checked to see whether I looked like
Somebody's MOther or a well-stacked glamor-girl.
Tonight I dropped the camellias on the desk, hurled
my Paradise Kittens against the farthest wall, and
carefully hung up my dress in the closet. You can
throw shoes because they don't break. But always
hang up your dress, my mother taught me, for no one
will press it after a t~mper tantrum but yourself •.
I turned down the blue quilted bedspread and
crawled under the covers. Surrounded by pink wool,
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I sipped my drink and sulked. Downstairs in the ·
shadows Polly was provocatively feeding the pirate
a cherry from her whiskey sour. And me up here
with only the blower for company. Shivering, I
fe 11 asleep.
Finally, at nine-thirty, Harry arrived hot and
tired. He tried to kiss me but got the cold shoulder.
He adjusted the thermostat and took a shower. (How
pitifully under-sized he looked in his shorts compared to the pirate.)
We dressed for dinner. As he pinned the
camellias onto my dress, I said, "Of course you
made reservations for dinner."
"Honey, I'm sorry. I was so pooped that I
didn't think about it."
''Harry~"

"That garage is going to take us for our
last buck. I had to take a cab to the motel.
They said the car will be ready tomorrow noon."
"Well, then, let's go down to the bar and wait
for a table. The Cafe has been packed ever since
I arrived on foot this afternoon.
There was a baroque grand piano nestled behind
the booze bottles. We rested our elbows on the soft
cushioning which rimmed the mahogany bar and listened
to the pianist recite "The Days of Wine and Roses."
Harry reached for my hand. I did not remind
him that it would have been thoughtful of him to
tip the man to play Our Song.
The hostess arrived, her thin arms folded
over huge menus pressed against a flat chest.
"Welcome to the Cafe Continentale," she intoned.
"New York strip for two is especially good this
evening. May I recommend the Chef's salad with
our special Holiday sauce? Right this way, folks."

Dinnerware and silver sounded the clarion call
for food. They clanked against each other as
heavenly Holiday odors of cooking filled the room.
Waitresses hurried this way with trays of appetizers.
Waiters hurried that way with flaming swords -all about us people were having the time of their
lives. Harry and I sat, silent, against one wall.
As I told the waitress, I always order frenchried shrimp and Harry always has two pork chops,
not too well done. We sat, saying nothing to each
other across the square table, until the waitress
manipulated the bowls of onion soup onto the table.
"It's too hot," I said.
"The soup?" said Harry.
"No, the weather."
"Oh ."

The waitress asked, "Is the soup all right?'r
"Too hot."
"Did you hear the thunder a few minutes ago?"
said Harry.
"No. Is it going to rain? That's all we need
to ruin our weekend," I groaned. I could hear the
piano from the bar.
Don't throw bouquets at me,
Don't meet my folks too much,
Don't laugh at my jokes too much
The melody brought back memories of a happy time before
I met Harry.
"Do you really think, Harry," I found myself
snarling, "that the car will be ready tomorrow
at all?"
Before Harry could defend himself, a splendid
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voice interceded. At the next table sat the Prussian
general and his lady. Unconsciously, I adjusted · my
bustline and patted my hair.
He was peering over his hornrims, menu in
large capable hands. His square fingernails, like
surrealistic phallic symbols, seemed to beckon to
me. I turned quickly toward Harry to see if he
noticed. Of course, he wouldn't.
The Pruss ian addressed us disarmingly. •rnid
you know," he grandly announced, "that my wife and
I are celebrating our anniversary this evening?'"
The waitress stood pad in hand. She registered
this information. "Excuse me a moment," she said,
and hurried toward the kitchen.
I turned again to the Prussian and saw that
he sported a wicked mustache, carefully trimmed.
Like his chest and his temples, it was salt-andpepper tweed. His tan jowls rested on a snowy
shirt. The shirt was partly concealed by a madras
jacket. A black tie (probably purchased at A.
Sulka & Company I thought) completed his above-thetable ensemble.
The Prussian's lady, still in black, smiled
indulgently at her husband's pride. At the same
time she removed her black stole. A fragrance
drifted from her that suggested a single red rose.
The Prussian flourished his salad fork.
"Twenty-five years," he said dra.]Ilatically.
"That's wonderful~" said Harry sincerely.
The lady smiled, this time in protest. "It's
really only our twentieth anniversary," she said
gently. "My husband not only has a commanding
presence," she said, "but he also exaggerate~."
They smiled at each other, and I felt that
Harry and I had missed something precious in our

time together. If only we could be as happy as
this Lunt and Fontanne. Maybe it takes time.
The Prussian's voice came now, reasonantly,
through his proud, large nose. "We eloped in 1944
after attending a matinee performance of 'Oklahoma'."
"'Really?" I smiled.
''We come here every year because this is the
city where my wife was born. Maybe you heard them
play 'People Will Say We're In Love'. That's our
song. I arranged for it to be played."
Polly spoke. "This is a happy time for us. My
husband and I take our happiness as a yellow bird,
caged for a little while and singing an exquisite poem,
then released and gone."
These words were uttered lightly and the
Prussian seemed not to take note of them. He said
to Harry, "I courted her with skill and daring, and
I presume that she resisted me coyly. I guess you
could say that she was a lovely thing. Still is.
Now we will go down the sunset path together into
the golden years."
Harry was impressed. Somehow I had the feeling
that the Prussian was making fun of us. I tried
to imagine his as he might have looked when he was
young and had lots of hair and no middle.
The waitress returned to our tables. She
brought our check to us and she brought a small,
white anniversary cake to the Prussian and Polly
compliments of Holiday Inn. There was a fat, white
candle stuck in the middle of the cake, and of
course Polly had to blow it out.
"How thoughtful of you," said Polly to the
waitress. And she gaily cut the cake as we watched
her pleasure. The Prussian said, •ri enjoy my wife."
Harry was impelled to say, "May I tell you, sir,
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that it's wonderful to see two people like you aging
gracefully together."
The Prussian pushed back his chair, stood his
full six feet of dignity, and replied, nyou may."
I took a final look at them before we left the
dining room. They appeared to be holding hands
across the table. I sighed. We stepped into the
courtyard just as a clap of thunder sent most of
the dancers indoors. Lightning flashed to the west.
In the corner where the band had been, a lone
trumpeteer blew, "Tell Laura I Love Her." The
moon was gone for good. We crossed the yard on the
cobblestone and entered our section of the motel.
In Room 242 Harry lit a cigarette, turned on
TV, and eased himself onto his twin bed. When I
emerged from the use-all-the-towels-you-want-to
shower, he lay sprawled out snoring with his shoes
on. I gently removed his shoes and covered him with
the spread from my bed.
In terrycloth robe buttoned to the chin, I sat
down in a matching chair beside a matching lamp and
listened to the static. The prayer for the night had
been said. The flag had been waved. Channel 7 was
off the air. The screen crackled brilliantly. The
air-conditioning unit blew freezing drafts of air at
me.
I switched off the TV and switched on the FM.
Streisand, at the top of her lungs, was shouting at
1 a.m.:
Pe-pole, pe-pole who need pe-pole
Are the laaaaaaakey-est pe-pole
In the whirl

Matching beds, matching drapes, picture-window,
glass shower with butterflies embossed on the door.
Harry snored louder.
.
I rose from my matching depression, crossed
the turf in my bare feet, and stealthily unlocked
the door to the balcony. The courtyard below was
silent except for the sound of one katydid. The
bluegreen water rippled slightly in the pool. There
was no one poised on the diving board.
As I breathed the oppressive air, a door nearby
was being unlocked. Startled, I turned to dash back
into our room. To my astonishment, I faced the gypsy
queen standing majestically in her doorway. Beyond
her, in the light of a tall lamp, I couldn't help but
see a single, unrumpled bed. Where was the gypsy?
Polly, embraced by an ephemeral dressing gown
the exact shade of the pool below, drifted gracefully
to the railing. She resembled Ingrid Bergman standing
at the hotel railing in the late-late "Casablanca."
I visualized the gypsy king shrewdly trading horses
in the firelight. Perhaps riding swiftly through the
August velvet astride his iron horse.
"It will rain in a few minutes," I said foolishly.
Silence.
"May I ask you a personal question?" I said.
Polly shrugged.
"Is anything wrong?"
She shrugged again.
I couldn't resist asking. "Is your husband all
right?"
She gestured for me to enter her doorway.
I stood just inside hoping that the gypsy would
emerge from the bath. It was so still. Surely he
would come bursting through the door from the corridor
with an armful of gladioli for his love.
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Priscilla Cook

--------------------------------------~~~

the upstairs tenantHer quivering shook my ceiling
I ran upstairs, inside ••• to hold her.

Mbmentos hysterical tumbled in mid-air,
The gloss of faded photos split,
And bottles of a browned perfume
Struggled to remove their caps.
Fragile stacks of forget-me-not china
Screamed visions of yellowed lampshades •••
Parasols and wine-red tapestries: the parlor.
In the stink of musty kitchen hours
A dry enameled teapot burned, rattled on the flame
And mumbled supplications to her feeble grasp.
In white, grey-eyed, he ran
Upstairs, inside ••• to take her.
I ran downstairs ••• outside
To embrace the virgin moment
Under branches heavy with dried fruit.

last door on the left
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Simultaneous mallara wings
Clovernorthwina
Jlutumn
Teaves gallop
;ump
Yearling tumble-tag.
'

Jlfternoon running
Uhrough the fingers ofpine...
Vrippings of ayellow canale
waniwa summer.
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Watch the frosted leaves shimmer
as if drawn into the darkened river
as if acknowledging the ultimate desire
in tu~d stillness.
Do you remember •••
When only hours with this child
I lay, my face against your arm
as we watched our room slip on evening
like a robe of chameleon windowshades •••
and I revealed to you my fear of death?
Only now I comprehend your infant answer:
you listened ••• see our reflections merge
ripple-~ngled with the fallen leaves
and streetlights.

FOR MY FATHER
now in a tattered, elbowless sweater
you sweep the brittle, fallen summer
into careless heaps that smolder
in the evening sun.
now pensive as the steady rain
pounds ashes into sodden earth
like the cradle for new grass, you say,
and mellow teardrops mold my eyes
into nests for springtime.
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LAFAYETTE
CCUN-wY,

MISSISSIPPI1
.JUL'r, '1965
This earth is dappled with summer
Blanched from spring's passions
Of cerise and green.
Dun and olive, beige and pale lavender
Are the fields now
Laying on earth of blood iron red.
Panting in rich animal heat,
Tired from spring's teeming and tumultuous
birth,
The earth lies brooding.
She accepts now the presence of the violence
she bore.
Musky and furtive, sensuous and fertile
Awaiting visitation with her own seed.

The sumac stands by streams of black water
Red nippled, teeming
Pregnant and proud.
Stooped green, the pale cotton squats heavy
Bowed away from the sun.
The cypress is old but the pine is transplanted.
The forest is thick with them both now.
The turtle dove threads her way through stones
Awry at road's edge,
While in a field not far distant, the pale
horse stands
And chews the living grass.
A tension pervasive
By all the still waters
Stirs the red dust in fitful whirlwinds.
An energy quickens a dream almost dying
Exhausted by clawing its way from the womb.
Light from an ancient sun assaults its eyes,
The wind through ancient trees chill its soul.
But the new seed has already born fruit and
that fruit will reseed an ancient soil.
An old sun may glare upon it but an old earth
will nurture it.
And orioles and blackbirds will nest in its
branches.
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